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Abstract— The Global temperatures are being affected by climate change. Nagpur's climate is a mix of wet and dry conditions. In the 

summer, the city experiences the driest weather. Because the city is approaching the extreme situation of climate change, it is vital to check the 

city's climate change parameters. In this study, we look at machine learning methods for predicting the climate, specifically the temperature 

factor for Nagpur. Three algorithms are discussed ,compare and contrast the Logistic Regression model, the Random Forest Classifier model, 

and the Auto Regressive approach model to find the optimum model for our prediction needs. 

Keywords-Prediction, Machine learning, logistic regression model, Random Forest Classifier, Model using Auto regressive method, Dickey 

Fuller test. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION   

Changes in climatic conditions are the most visible 

manifestation of Nagpur's global warming. Nagpur, which is 

located in the heart of India, has been subjected to a variety of 

harsh weather conditions. Urbanization's effects and climate 

change's consequences are dangerously converging. The city 

contributes a significant amount to the effects of climate 

change. Cities utilize approximately 80% to 90% of energy and 

emit 50% to 60% of carbon dioxide, which is a considerable 

quantity. Specifically, industrialization, fossil fuels, 

hydropower, carbon dioxide and other harmful gases, and so 

on. Nagpur has a tropical climate with dry weather for the 

majority of the year. Estimating the likely effects of climate 

change necessitates the prediction of local temperatures. And 

compare them to see which model is best for our prediction 

Analyzing data through data analysis is the most popular and 

efficient computing method. When compared to physically 

base down scaling procedures, these compute at a faster rate 

and are easier to derive local climatic variables. Climate change 

is inevitable, and forecasted changes in rainfall patterns, 

humidity levels, and temperature ranges are expected to have 

an impact on many water supplies and biological systems, 

including agriculture. Climate-related phenomena such as 

unpredictable rainfall and temperature swings have a negative 

impact on global food supply and the economy. Rural 

inhabitants are particularly sensitive to adverse weather 

conditions due to their heavy reliance on agricultural products 

for their subsistence. Due to the rise in temperature, the city's 

water storage is also at maximum. Temperature, humidity, and 
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wind pressure are the most vital components in this 

environment [1][2]. We examine all factors in relation to yearly 

patterns in order to comprehend climate change. After that, we 

use our data to make predictions. We do this by employing 

machine learning to create the model and forecast weather 

[3][4]. 

II. SURVEY OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITION IN 

NAGPUR 

A. Literature Survey 

Climate-related phenomena such as unpredictable precipitation 

and temperature swings have a negative impact on global food 

supply and the entire economy. Due to their strong reliance on 

agricultural produce for survival, farming communities are 

particularly vulnerable to and at danger from unfavorable 

climate conditions. Additionally, due to the rise in temperature, 

the water storage in town is at capacity [5]. Temperature, 

moisture, and wind pressure are the key issues in this 

environment. We tend to study all data according to yearly 

trends and detect temperature variation throughout this time. 

Following that, we have a proclivity to apply our understanding 

to forecasting. For this, we usually use machine learning to 

create a model that mistreats the climate and predicts it. As the 

temperature rises, so does the demand for water. Because it has 

rained every few days, Associate in Nursingnum once a year 

each year has been an exception. Otherwise, the mercury 

consistently hovers around 45 degrees astronomer toward the 

end of the Gregorian calendar month and into May, and in 

May, typically during a strong heat wave, it reaches around 48 

or 49 degrees astronomer. [6]. 

B. Water supply to Nagpur 

• Water is drawn from irrigation reservoirs by the 

Nagpur Municipal Corporation (NMC). Nagpur gets 

water from the Navegaon Khairi dam on the Pench 

River and the Kanhan River.. Nagpur requires 640 

million liters per day (MLD) of water for the majority 

of the year. During the Gregorian calendar month of 

June, demand climbs to around 720 MLD.  

• As a result, this is frequently all about the water of 

Nagpur, which has an impact due to changes in the 

environment. Nagpur's earth science is similar to that 

of the surrounding parts of the district because it has a 

similar structure for rains and therefore for water. 

[4][5] The Nagpur Municipal Corporation (NMC) and 

the Nagpur Metropolitan Area (NMA), which also 

includes the NMC, the Kamthi Camp Board, the two 

municipal cities of Kamthi and Kalmeshwar, and 262 

neighboring villages, are separate organizations that 

develop and carry out the town's development and 

welfare policies. Historically, the district's 

precipitation has been evenly distributed, with little 

variance in yearly precipitation from year to year. The 

average annual precipitation is 1161.54 mm, with 

approximately ninety per cent falling during the south-

west monsoon season, peaking in July. We tend to go 

through the entire reading of environmental condition 

alteration during this work. 

III. EASE OF USE OF ML 

For each survey, we can infer that it is required to analyze the 

climate of Nagpur and, more importantly, it is necessary to 

forecast upcoming events using cutting-edge technology. As a 

result, we tend to analyze it using the Python programming 

language. Python is a high-level, general-purpose, and 

extremely popular programming language. Python 

programming language (latest Python 3) is used in web 

development, machine learning applications, and all other 

cutting-edge technology in the software package industry. 

Following that, we usually train the model for prediction 

purposes. We often use victimization machine learning 

approaches to compare two to a few algorithms for accuracy. 

Machine learning is a branch of computer science known as 

artificial intelligence. The goal of machine learning is to 

understand the structured knowledge of information and to 

match that data into models that people can understand and use. 

[7] Despite the fact that machine learning is a branch of 

computing, it is distinct from traditional process techniques. 

Algorithms are sets of explicitly coded directions used by 

computers to calculate or solve problems in old computing. 

Machine learning algorithms, on the other hand, train 

computers on knowledge inputs and utilize applied 

mathematics analysis to produce values that fall inside a 

specific range. Machine learning assists computers in 

developing models using sample knowledge in order to adjust 

decision-making processes based on knowledge inputs as a 

result of this [8]. Machine learning has being used by almost 

every technology user these days. 

IV. ANALYTICAL STUDY AND RESULTS  

After analyzing the data, train and test the model in python 

using jupyter notebook on several strategies to predict climate 

change[9][10], then choose the best model as shown in Figure 

.1 to deploy in a production application. 

A. Modelling 

  We must construct a batch to train and test data in order for 

the prediction to be accurate. We must divide the data into two 

domains. To develop a model, you'll need to use all of the 

measurements that are included in the datasets.  

Generalized formula for the prediction  

 

1 2 3...... NY X X X X= + + + .                                     (1) 
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Where, 

 

               Y = dependent variable (predicted outcome variable) 

  X = independent variable (predictor variables) 

 

Split and train python has in build library named as 

sklearn.model_selection. We have to split the data into two 

parts as one is test and other is trained. 

The test size is always less than that of the train size .In our 

model we are assuming or declared the test size is 25% and 

other hand the train size 75%.random state- to maintain the 

certainty of the program. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure.1.Process of Modelling 

 

B. Algorithm Application on Data Sets  

Logistic Regression model: As seen in Figure 2, logistic 

regression sometimes referred to as logistic model or logistic 

regression is a mathematical model used in statistics to estimate 

(guess) the likelihood of an event occurring given some prior 

data. With binary data, the event either occurs (1) or it does not 

occur (0), logistic regression can be used. 

Formula for logistic regression is given as 

Z = C + w1Y1 +w2Y2+. . . . . . . +wnXn                          (2)                              

Where Y1, Y2 …., Yn being features of the observation, 

and w1, w2… wn are the ‘weights’ of each feature. For the 

most prominent feature is in the final decision in that is the 

higher its weight. [10][11]. 

Results using Logistic Regression: 

In this model ,any real-valued number can be transformed into 

a value between 0 and 1 using the logistic, but never precisely 

at either end. 

1

1 value
LogisticFunction

e−
=

+
                                   (3) 

Where value is the actual numerical value that you want to 

transform and e is the base of the natural logarithms (Euler's 

number or the EXP ( ) function in your spread sheet). Below 

Figure 2.shows a plot of the numbers between -5 and 5 

transformed into the range 0 and 1 using the logistic 

function. 

 

 

 

 

Figure.2 .Model of Train and test data using Logistic regression 

The function follows supervised learning method and it 

dedicated towards classification task, In logistic regression 

model, a linear regression equation to produce discrete binary 

outputs .In our data as a primary data is not classified 

frequency .so the output of train and test data is not showing 

the result with the accuracy. 

In this model the data sets of the train and test box 

contradict each other’s data set and then prediction using this 

method is not accurate for this experiment. 

 

Model using Random Forest Classifier: A decision 

tree creates classification or regression models within a tree 

structure. It gradually divides the information set into smaller 

Associate in nursing subgroups while simultaneously creating a 

related call tree. A tree with both calls and leaf nodes is the 

final product. A choice node can have two or more branches. A 

leaf node represents a category or call. In an extremely tree, the 

root node is the highest call node and corresponds to the most 

straightforward predictor [11][12][13].Each categorical and 

numerical information will be handled using call trees. Random 

Forest creates many call trees that are linked together for a 

more accurate forecast. The Random Forest model is based on 

the idea that a group of unrelated models (individual call trees) 

performs considerably better than they do independently. 

 

Result using Random Forest Classifier:  

The decision tree-based Random Forest Classifier in Figure 3 is 

typically trained using the "bagging" technique. The 

fundamental tenet of the bagging method is that the output is 

improved by combining different learning models. Random 

forest builds many decision trees and combines them to 
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produce a more accurate and trustworthy prediction. 

[14][15][16]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure.3. Model of Train and test data using Random Forest classifier 

A random forest is a Meta estimator that is created by 

fitting several decision tree classifiers to different dataset 

subsamples and using averaging to increase predictive accuracy 

and reduce over fitting. With respect to the logistic regression 

model [17][18] [19]. 

If bootstrap = True (the default),  

The sub-sample size is controlled by the max samples 

parameter; otherwise, each tree is constructed using the entire 

dataset. 

But on heavy side of the train data it could not perform the 

accuracy with respect to the test data So this classifier is not 

used for the forecasting of the data.[20][21]. 

 

Model using Auto Regressive Method 

A time series model known as auto-regression uses 

observations from previous time steps as the input to a 

regression equation to forecast the value at the following time 

step. It is a straightforward idea that can generate accurate 

forecasts for a number of time series problems.. Proposed 

system goes over how to use Python to create an auto-

regressive model for time series forecasting. A model that uses 

auto-regression makes the assumption that previous time step 

observations are useful for forecasting the value at the 

following time step. The term "correlation" is used to describe 

the connection between variables. When two variables change 

simultaneously in the same direction (e.g., go up or down), 

there is a positive correlation. When the variables move in 

opposite directions as their values alter (for instance, when one 

goes up and the other goes down), this is known as a negative 

correlation. We used a graphical representation as shown in 

Figure 4 to check the comparison of test and prediction results. 

 

Auto-regressive model predicts up-to 200 values. That 

means it works accurately for our prediction. We consider on x-

axis count of prediction Vs. temperature. An autoregressive 

model predicts output behavior based on 

act summarized calculation of the train and test data 

outcome. It corrects the accuracy when there is some 

correlation between values in a time series and the values that 

precede and succeed them . 

The model in this experiment creates a linear regression of 

the data in the current series against one or more past values in 

the same series by only using past data to model the behavior. 

At some time t, the outcome variable (Y) value is directly 

correlated with the predictor variable (X), much like "regular" 

linear regression. The difference between simple linear 

regression and AR models is that Y depends on X and Y's prior 

values. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure.4. Graphical representation of output data using Auto regressive method 

 The outcome shows the 98% of accuracy with respect to the 

accrual data that means it perfectly fit for our data and it draws 

up to 300 number of prediction 

V. TIME SERIES ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION  

Before Resampling  

The basic analysis on Time Vs. Average temperature is as 

shown in Figure 5.In these graph TSA shows the rise and fall 

between the averages of the temperature. According to 

government study 2003 year records highest temperature and it 

can be proved from this graph. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.Time series analysis of the average of the temperature (before 

resampling) 
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After Resampling 
The Basic analysis now for after resampling can be shown as in 

Figure 6. The city survey calculates , the sudden rise into gap 

of 2-3 years .This situation occurs maximum in time interval of 

2 years .In 2009 the city records highest average temperature 

according to the graph. City calculate sudden fall in year of 

2005 and 2020. This fall is mainly due to less emission of the 

CO2 and other parameter to reduce in change of climatic 

condition. Before resampling our TSA analysis it shows the 

boundary around average of the temperature, get distracted to 

understanding data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.Time series analysis of the average of the temperature (After 

resampling) 

Dickey Fuller Test Results: 

The augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) test predicted results as 

shown in Figure .7 for unit roots was conducted for all the time 

series used for the study. First graph shows the time series 

analysis after resampling trend how patters work fluctuate with 

respect to average temperature seasonal it checks the frequency 

of the graph residual length of the time series analysis 

according to our data we see that this test show us the 

categorical frequency of the time interval as you can see the 

seasonal data repeats the pattern after every 2-3 year. That 

means it has continuous frequency. This frequency helps us to 

forecasting purpose. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7. Dickey Fuller Test - Predicted Results  

5  Conclusion  

Prediction of climate change using computational way is one of 

the important topic and mainly in cities and advance more than 

other system. We believe that our work design will perform 

important role in climatic change prediction. This system has 

many advance technique like analysis of past data using time 

series analysis and prediction using machine learning like 

Logistic Regression model, random forest model, auto-

regressive model. 

Based on this collected data, we showed how to use the 

Machine Learning algorithm to forecast future mean weather 

temperatures. Machine learning is one of the most advance 

technique and useful for prediction. The train models for 

various parameters are tested accordingly and fit the model 

.The model next compare with the algorithms and fit the best 

model for prediction purpose. This results are gives us accuracy 

for readings. 

Three models are compared for accuracy, and the best model is 

chosen. We showed how to choose statistically significant 

predictors based on reliable statistical techniques by using the 

random forest, logistic regression, and auto-regressive model.  

 

Using this data, we then fitted a prediction model based on a 

training subset. Using the auto-regressive model we can predict 

climate changes using time series. As finally we select auto-

regressive model for prediction as in this we choose it because 

it gives better result as the other two models.  

Based on inputs from a testing subset and this fitted model, we 

predict the expected values and assess the prediction's 

accuracy, which shows a respectable level of accuracy.  
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This model gives us accuracy according to the future 200 

count. This is best result as we get according to the model this 

could help us for storage of water supply, vegetation, fuel, road 

construction, and other supply which depend on climate change  
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